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Overview 
Training a pilot for wind tunnel helicopter rotor testing is a difficult and expensive task, but 
one that is necessary for defining product reliability. To aid this procedure, Boeing 
requested the construction of a wind tunnel rotor flight simulator. The program should 
allow the pilot to change the rotor states, and allow an outside individual to change the 
conditions of the simulated test as it is running. Additionally, this information is relayed to 
the pilot through a graphical user interface (GUI) and a hardware backup so they can respond realistically to 
situational emergencies. Finally, the housing of the system is comfortable for extended periods of use. 
 
Objectives 
Our objectives for this project is to create a fast and comfortable simulator with the following parts: A rotor 
controller, a wind tunnel controller, a graphical display, a redundant electrical display, software-hardware 
integration code, and data transfer hardware. 

 
Approach 
• First, we gathered customer needs and requirements by talking with sponsor at the project kickoff fair and 

with the pilots at Boeing. Then we visited to see their existing system. 
• Then we reviewed relevant patents and existing products.  
• Based on the list of needs, we generated concepts for each of our objectives: 

o First, we drew 3 concepts each for the wind tunnel controller and rotor controller. We selected the 
best ones by using a concept scoring chart, AHP table, and QFD table. 

o Then we researched methods for the data transfer hardware by searching the internet and by asking 
our professor. When we had narrowed down our ideas, we selected the specific model by calling 
companies for clarification on their products. 

o Then we researched methods for constructing GUIs. We found two highly similar methods, and chose 
the one that would give us faculty support. 

o For the electrical display, we selected a 7-segment LED system because one of the group members 
had experience working with it. 

• Then we created CAD models of our highest rated models, and then we constructed a cardboard prototype. 
• Then we put together a simplified electrical schematic and built the resulting circuit. 
• Then we wrote the software-hardware integration code and built the GUI.  
• We then tested the circuit and integration code. Then we linked it to the performance code and GUI. 
• We tested our system to see if changes in the hardware would be reflected as changes in the GUI. 
• When the system was working, we built and tested the redundant displays. When our original design did not 

work, we ordered parts for our second option and generated a new electrical schematic. 
• Finally, we constructed the final housing, 

drawn the full electrical schematics, and 
assembled the project. 

 

Outcomes 
• The sponsor have a new system for training 

rotor pilots for wind tunnel testing. 
• The project reduces risk and stress for new 

pilots. 
• The project provides a better setup for the 

system, since it is more comfortable and 
easier to read. 

 

 


